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Director of the Student Union
Monica Rudzik

Administrative Assistant
Tonya Lemire

Graduate Assistant
Kellie Ruccolo

Building Services Manager
Tony Noel

Maintenance Staff
- Archange Alexandre
- Hagar Bentil
- Christopher Chesanek
- Jim Classon
- George Kronen
- Inga Lafontaine
- Steve Lavallee
- Nancy Manuel
- Denise Marrero
- William Martinez
- Alexander Meade
- Andrew Muckle
- Nelson Ortiz
- Peter Petruniw
- Marcus Prather
- Joshua Thomas
- Scott Von Edwins
- Karen Zera

Associate Director for Event Services
April Isley

Reservationist
Vacant

Event Production Coordinator
Shona Cooper

Event Planning Coordinator
Patricia Gilligan

Event Planning Coordinator
Stephanie Killian

Audio Visual Coordinator
Jim Wheeler

Evening Coordinator
Nicole Starkey

Information Center Manager
Jamie Larkin

Building Superintendant
Patrick Christadore

Administration Assistant
Tonya Lemire

Graduate Assistant
Kellie Ruccolo

Director of the Student Union
Monica Rudzik
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